PRODUCTS DESIGNED TO CREATE

SHOWCOAT™ is a concentrated blend of 100% natural
oils & SCS’ exclusive PCT compound. This combination
activates key signaling pathways which are directly
responsible for cell regeneration and cell division.
SHOWCOAT™ is a scientifically advanced product that is
proven to enrich hide health & increased hair growth.
GALLON

$105

CASE

$400

DRESSCOAT™ is a leave-in moisturizer & protein
balancing treatment. DRESSCOAT™ will ensure hair shaft
strength allowing the strand to gain length without
breaking off or developing split ends. DRESSCOAT™ is an
ideal product to use in low humidity, arid or cold climates,
& to combat dehumidification that tends to occur if a
cooler is used.
GALLON

$75

CASE

$280

VOLUMAX is a low-suds follicle cleanser that provides the
most favorable conditions for new hair growth &
regeneration of existing hair. VOLUMAX increases oxygen
levels in the hair root providing unmatched volume to the
strand. VOLUMAX is step number one of the SCS systems.
QUART

$45

GALLON

$145

CASE

$560

PIG POLISH is a non-oil based daily skin conditioning
treatment that promotes unmatched skin health. PIG POLISH
will improve pigmentation by increasing melanin
production and encouraging melanin release. PIG POLISH
provides anti-bacterial & anti-fungal properties & is
proven to aid in preventing the outbreak of staph.
QUART

$24

GALLON

$70

CASE

$260

SHOTIME is a scientifically advanced clipping & show day
product that delivers immediate “POP” in all climates &
conditions. No heat build up & no oils to weigh down the
hair strand. SHOTIME adds body, volume & separation to
every individual hair strand.
QUART

$25

GALLON

$79

CASE

$300

BREAKDOWN is a chemical free, water soluble adhesive &
paint remover. This non-abrasive, protein-based product
offers amazing results in a reaction free solution.
BREAKDOWN’S water solubility ensures easy & complete
rinse out making it ideal when re-fitting is required.
BREAKDOWN also offers the added benefit of nourishing
the hair coat.
QUART

$20

GALLON

$55

CASE

$200

SHOWCOLOR is the original YOUNG COLOR black hair dye.
Now offered in a 16oz. size. One Unit includes one bottle
of dye & one bottle of activator.
UNIT

$40

CASE

$225

OUR PRODUCTS ARE PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA.

PRODUCTS DESIGNED TO CREATE
CLEAR OPTICS is an advanced color pigment deposit
system that provides a crystal clear outer layer allowing
the passage of light through the translucent hair surface in
order to amplify the color. CLEAR OPTICS removes
discoloration & intensifies every coat color, resulting in a
semi-permanent color that will not rub off & last up to 3
weeks.
UNIT

$40

CASE

$225

SHOWHITE is a non-bleaching stain remover that contains
the remarkable SHOW OPTICS INTENSIFYING TREATMENT
exclusively designed by ShowCoat Solutions. SHOWHITE is
the most extraordinary livestock whitening product
available on the market.
QUART

$15

GALLON

$45

CASE

$160

POP SHOT is a volume molecular implanting treatment that
creates a striking difference with just 4 ounces. POP SHOT
easily provides 400% more volume & body as it repairs
any damage to the hair shaft.
UNIT

$15

SHOW OPTICS is an amplifying fitting sheen & the first line
of defense against dull, flat coats. SHOW OPTICS’
weightless vapor spray will lift each hair strand from root
to tip adding massive volume that will not wilt. Use SHOW
OPTICS to add that winning luxurious show ring shine.
UNIT

$15

THE SHOWCOAT SYSTEM BUNDLE includes one gallon of
SHOWCOAT, one gallon of DRESSCOAT, & one quart of
VOLUMAX. Daily use of all three products is recommended
for maximum results. THE SHOWCOAT SYSTEM BUNDLE is the
best way to get your regimen started.
BUNDLE

SHOW PACK

$225

Our award winning system can now be yours in our new
SYSTEM SHOW PACK. This is the most economical way to
stock for your daily hair care routine in preparation for
upcoming shows. The pack consists of 3 gallons of
SHOWCOAT, 1 gallon of DRESSCOAT, & 1 quart of
VOLUMAX, along with one of our ShowCoat Solutions
industrial spray bottles. The SYSTEM SHOW PACK is a
perfect way to always make sure you have exactly what
you need! A total value of $440.

$396

TO ORDER-CALL OR MESSAGE US

(844)284-9825
FACEBOOK.COM/SHOWCOATHAIR
SHOWCOATSOLUTIONS@GMAIL.COM
MAIN OFFICE
SHOWCOAT SOLUTIONS LLC,
ALL PRODUCTS DEVELOPED

321-3 WESTGATE PKWY, DOTHAN, AL 36303

& MANUFACTURED IN DOTHAN, ALABAMA BY SHOWCOAT SOLUTIONS, LLC.

